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Merlin’s Millions Super Bet  
  

Merlin’s Millions Super Bet is a 5 reel slot game with a Free Games Feature, Owl Bonus and Super Bet to 
boost your winnings. During regular play, the goal is to achieve a winning combination of symbols on 

any of the 50 lines. Payouts depend on the number of coins played and the winning combination of 

symbols achieved. The theoretical average return to player (RTP) is 95.313% with Super Bet x2 wild 

multiplier enabled, 95.434% with Super Bet x4 wild multiplier enabled, 95.205% with Super Bet x6 wild 

multiplier enabled, 95.622% with Super Bet x8 wild multiplier enabled, 95.631% with Super Bet x10 wild 
multiplier enabled or 95.076% with Super Bet disabled.   

  

Game Rules  
Play fixed 50 lines  

Payouts are made according to the Paytable  

Payline wins are multiplied by the amount staked per payline  

Scatter wins are multiplied by the total amount staked (Excluding Super Bet)  

Scatter wins are added to payline wins  

Highest win only on each selected payline  

Coinciding wins on different paylines are added  

All wins occur on selected lines except scattered ORB and OWL  

All symbols pay Left to Right except scattered ORB and OWL which pay any  

MERLIN appears Stacked on Reels 2, 3 and 4 only and substitutes for all symbols except scattered ORB 

and OWL  

ORB appears on Reels 2, 3 and 4 only  

OWL appears on reels 1, 3 and 5 only  

Malfunction voids all pays and plays  

  

  

SUPER BET  

Super Bet is an ADDITIONAL WAGER that can be adjusted with the control beside the Reels to provide 

the following enhancements  

- Play 50 Lines + 50x your current bet per line ALL MERLIN SUBSTITUTION WINS X2  

- Play 50 Lines + 100x your current bet per line ALL MERLIN SUBSTITUTION WINS X4  

- Play 50 Lines + 200x your current bet per line ALL MERLIN SUBSTITUTION WINS X6  

- Play 50 Lines + 250x your current bet per line  ALL MERLIN SUBSTITUTION WINS X8  

- Play 50 Lines + 300x your current bet per line ALL MERLIN SUBSTITUTION WINS X10  

The MERLIN substitution multipliers are also active during the Free Games  

  

Owl Bonus Feature  

The Owl Bonus Feature is awarded when 3 OWL appear  

Select from the Owls appearing onscreen and win the prizes shown  

  



Possible Prizes are 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 15, 20 multiplied by the triggering bet (Excluding Super Bet)  

Keep selecting until "COLLECT" is revealed, up to 5 picks  

The Owl Bonus Feature can be awarded during the Free Games Feature  

  

FREE GAMES FEATURE  

5 Free Games are awarded when 3 ORB appear  

During the Free Games MERLIN stands beside the reels and will turn symbols on the reels WILD The 
feature can be retriggered  

Free Games are played at the lines and bet of the trigger game  

Free Game wins are added to payline and scatter wins  

How to Play  

1: Choose your BET  

2: SPIN  

  

MAIN GAME SCREEN BUTTONS:  

  

  
SPIN:     Spins the reels  

   

 

  
HOME:   Accesses casino menu  

  

  

    
SETTINGS:             Accesses the SETTING page for BET 

  

  
  

BET:                        Bet: The Bet that you want to play can be adjusted through the (UP) and (DOWN) 

buttons.  The Max Bet button (coin icon) will automatically select the maximum bet.  

  

  

SETTINGS PAGE BUTTONS:  

  
LINES:  The lines cannot be adjusted. This game is fixed for 50 lines.  

  



  
BET:  Adjusts the BET per LINE. The Slider adjust the BET per LINE up or down.  

 

 
INFO:   Accesses pay awards for winning symbol combinations. Also contains the rules for the game. 

 

 

 

 

MUTE: Mutes all in-game sound effects. 

  

Keyboard Shortcuts:  
Space bar: Pressing the Space bar will initiate Spin  

  

The game displays all your details in the following display fields:   

Balance: Displays your total balance   

Total Bet:   The total wager staked. Number of LINES multiplied by the BET per LINE  

Win:     Displays the amount won in the spin   

  

  


